
COMING OF AGE THESIS STATEMENT

There are many ways to come up with a thesis statement about the theme of coming of age. In light of this, let me offer
two possible thesis statements. In To Kill a.

These years often are marked by feelings of insecurity, hostility, and uncertainty. Examples Suppose you are
taking a course on 19th-century America, and the instructor hands out the following essay assignment:
Compare and contrast the reasons why the North and South fought the Civil War. Open with any grandiose
assertions. Structure and organization: How the parts of the work are assembled. From the anxious and
unconfident young man to which Book I opens to the courageous exactor of his father's estate, Telemakhos
undergoes notable emotional maturation. Elements of Style These are the howsâ€”how the characters speak,
how the story is constructed, and how language is used throughout the work. Introduction Writing in college
often takes the form of persuasionâ€”convincing others that you have an interesting, logical point of view on
the subject you are studying. Check out our handout on understanding assignments for more information.
Formulating a thesis is not the first thing you do after reading an essay assignment. One essay prompt might
ask you to compare and contrast two characters, while another asks you to trace an image through a given
work of literature. New York: Longman,  How do I know if my thesis is strong? Research Question: What key
stages are central to Coming of Age stories in general, how are these elements presented in the required texts,
and finally, what aspects make these stories most compelling? You will need to quote from important passages
in order to support your argument with specific evidence. Body paragraphs are like bricks: each individual one
needs to be strong and sturdy or the entire structure will collapse. While growing up in Mississippi, Moody
attended a segregated school where she was an outstanding scholar. Naturally, in order to argue which are the
most key aspects of Coming of Age stories, you will need to summarize and analyze each of our required
texts. The assignment may not explicitly state that you need a thesis statement because your instructor may
assume you will include one. To the masses, major events that took place were l Your introduction should
situate the reader and let him or her know what to expect. An author communicates voice through tone,
diction, and syntax. The organization of this middle section of your essay will largely be determined by the
argumentative strategy you use, but no matter how you arrange your thoughts, your body paragraphs need to
do the following: Begin with a strong topic sentence. Have I taken a position that others might challenge or
oppose? To understand the Book of Revelations adequately, we have to understand the historical background
in which it was written. This usually happens at or very near the end of your introduction. This final thesis
presents a way of interpreting evidence that illuminates the significance of the question.


